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ROADWORKS SIGNAGE REVIEW — REGIONS 
Statement by Minister for Transport 

MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Transport) [2.08 pm]: I wish to provide the house with an 
update on the progress and implementation of a number of safety recommendations identified in last year’s review 
into temporary roadworks signage in regional Western Australia. As background, I initiated an independent review 
following community concern that temporary traffic signage installed in regional areas was often either not properly 
secured or displayed at roadworks sites. The comprehensive review was undertaken in late 2020 and 2021 by an 
independent industry-based stakeholder reference group made up of key stakeholders and industry representatives. 
Feedback was also sought from members of the community about their experiences with roadworks signage on 
regional roads, which was used to inform the recommendation report. 

The review identified 13 overarching recommendations, which were underpinned by 21 specific actions to increase 
safety through roadworks for both construction workers and road users. I am pleased to say that the state government, 
through Main Roads, has already delivered seven of the short-term immediate actions, which include a review of 
all Main Roads tender documentation and valuation criteria to ensure that temporary traffic management requirements 
are given increased focus and consideration; the establishment of clearer lines of traffic management accountability 
and responsibility on all roadworks sites across the state; updating Main Roads standards and specifications to expand 
the use of portable traffic control devices to improve the safety of traffic controllers; ongoing training and education 
campaigns to highlight the safety risk at regional roadworks sites for workers and all road users; the assessment 
and implementation of new or alternative sign-mounted solutions to enable signs to remain visible and upright; and 
including roadworks-focused questions in driver theory testing and updating the Drive safe and Ride safe handbooks 
to incorporate roadworks material. 

I advise that work on the more complex medium to longer term actions either have been commenced or are on 
track to be completed within the recommended time frames requested in the report. Main Roads will continue to 
work closely with the Traffic Management Association of Australia to raise public awareness of incidents at 
roadworks sites. A series of community public education programs, such as the recent “Be roadwork aware, slow 
down and take care” and “Be our eyes on the road”, which focus on roadwork awareness and how the public can 
report missing signs and road issues, will continue be to be a focus and a priority. 

I am pleased to see the progress that has been made by Main Roads and industry to ensure that safety at our 
regional roadworks sites continues to improve for everyone working in and travelling through these areas. I thank 
Main Roads and private industry for their contributions to ensure that all the immediate recommendations of the 
Regional roadworks signage review: Recommendations report are actioned. The implementation committee will 
now focus on the remaining 14 actions, which will be implemented over the coming 12 to 18 months. 
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